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Risk and capital regulatory change
Events in recent years have accelerated the need for regulatory change

Market competition

Political changeFiscal policy

Market sophistication

Size and growth of market

Economic policy

Regulatory Change

Regulatory sophistication Banking reform

Recent corporate failures

Natural catastrophes

High profile operational
incidents

Consumerism

Financial crises

Insurance risk and capital regulation has largely lagged development of the markets over the last 30 years, and this
prompted developments such as Europe’s Solvency II and various forms of Risk Based Capital measures across the
globe. Economic turmoil and large underwriting losses in recent years, have exposed weaknesses in the supervisory
system, and accelerated the need for change.
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EU  - Solvency II (2016?),
Stress test 2011

Global regulatory changes Asia-Pacific regulatory changes

S II Group supervision

S II Equivalence

US
• SMI*, ORSA*, Dodd Frank

IAIS : ICP16- ERM,  ICP17-
Capital adequacy

IFRS4 Phase II* – global fair
value accounting rules

Basel II, Basel III – global
banking accords

In some cases it’s a direct regulatory or compliance
requirement
 New regime for supervision of insurance groups (Solvency

II and IAIS ComFrame)
 Equivalence discussions (formal and transitional)
 Accounting convergence (IFRS4 Phase II)
 Basel II and III global standards (banking)

... but perhaps more importantly, is the influence on local
regulations & practices
 Asian subsidiaries/branches of MNC companies to conform

to group standards,
 Inspiring similar supervisory and management ambition for

local insurers
 General international alignment (IAIS principles) towards

risk-based supervision

However the application in Asia will not (and should not) be
a simple copy of global regulations

Global and local impacts
This global regulatory trend  extends to Asia-Pacific with a “second wave”
of risk and capital regulations in markets across the region.
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Risk and capital management framework
The technical rules need to be managed in the context of the wider
business environment

Commercial and business impacts
Corporate portfolio and  M&A
Legal structures
Capital management
Performance metrics

Business line and Product strategy
Strategic Asset Allocation,
Reinsurance and risk transfers
Policyholder dividends / bonuses

Enterprise Risk management

Insurance risk Investment /ALM risk Operational riskStrategic risk Other…

Aggregation

Pillar I - Quantitative rules
Market consistent balance sheets
RBC and Economic Capital Models
Stochastic modeling of  financial
options and guarantees
Catastrophe modeling
Stress testing & scenario analysis
Quantitative impact studies
Model governance and validation
Model infrastructure

Pillar II - Qualitative rules
ERM framework
Risk strategy & appetite
Risk identification
Risk reporting & ORSA / ICAAP
Systems of governance
Supervisory interaction
Capital management
Linking ERM to business planning
Operational risk management

Pillar III - Reporting & Disclosures
Data architecture and quality
Reporting processes and controls
Performance metrics & MIS systems
Public disclosures
Supervisory disclosures
Investor relations
Rating agency disclosures

Cross program support

Program management
Change management
Policies & procedures

IT enterprise architecture,
Assurance and internal control
Tax impacts

Diversification and mitigation
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Pillar 1 (Quantitative) framework
There is a need to understand in detail the measurement of both required
capital and available capital

Assets Liabilities &
Surplus

Market Value of
Assets

Book Value
of Assets

Market
Value
Surplus

Market Value Balance Sheet Solvency requirements

Tier 1
Capital

Tier 2 & 3
Capital

Non eligible
capital

Free surplus

Minimum
Capital

Requirement

RBC/Solvency
Capital

Requirement

Book Value of
Liabilities

Market Consistent
Value of Liabilities

100%

Capital
ratio

Available Capital
(Market Value

Surplus)

Required
capital

Supervisory
intervention
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Required Capital should be
calculated based on  economic
risk, and often relies on
subjecting the balance sheet to
prescribed stresses or shocks

Degree of supervisory intervention
should vary based on capital ratio,
and the quality of capital

The accounting balance sheet
typically requires market value and
other adjustments to  made in order to
be suitable for solvency measurement

1

2

3
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THAILAND:
• A RBC and GPV regime was

introduced in September 2011
• RBC update on the horizon?

MALAYSIA:
• Introduced a RBC regime for

conventional insurers in 2009
• ICAAP Regulations introduced in

2012
• It is planning to expand this for

Takaful sector within next 2 years

SINGAPORE:
• RBC in place since 2004.

Currently consulting on 2nd

generation of RBC requirements
(“RBC2”)

• New ERM guidelines (including
ORSA) for implementation in 2014

INDONESIA:
• Recent strengthening of financial

soundness of insurers through
more stringent capital and
solvency requirements

Regulatory developments in Asia (1/2)
Change is happening in almost all markets, albeit with varying pace and
scope

PHILIPPINES
• Increases to the minimum capital

requirements are under discussion

VIETNAM
• Introduced risk ratings for

insurers

INDIA
• EC risk based reporting introduced

in 2010
• Considering introducing new RBC

in 3 or 4 years

Sri Lanka
• Implementation of RBC regime

plan to commence in 2016
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CHINA (mainland):
• ERM regulations have been

introduced in 2010
• 2nd generation of risk and solvency

regulation being researched for
2016 implementation

• EC models required for risk
disclosures in 2014

SOUTH KOREA:
• 3 pillar system in place already
• Future enhancements to the risk

based capital approach and
internal models are expected to be
similar to the requirements of
Solvency II

JAPAN:
• Rolled out its revamped solo

solvency requirements and new
group solvency requirement in
March 2012.

• Looking to introduce the ORSA

HONG KONG:
• Reviewing the domestic solvency

and capital regime that has been
in use since June 1997. New RBC
possibly from 2016

AUSTRALIA:
• APRA’s Life and General Insurance

Capital framework effective from
the beginning of 2013, including
requirement for an ICAAP review

Regulatory developments in Asia (2/2)
Change is happening in almost all markets, albeit with varying pace and
scope

TAIWAN:
• RBC introduced in 2003
• ERM (per IAIS principles)

promoted under self regulation
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Commercial impacts
Changing the rules changes the game

Some common emerging themes and questions include
Reviewing which markets to be in, and ideal corporate
structures
Careful management and allocation of scarce capital,
and consideration of alternative funding sources
The “right” set of metrics for managing the business,
and the impacts on the business strategy
The potential for competitive advantage or
disadvantage under the new regulations given the
different strategies, portfolios and structures of different
companies and groups
New business strategy and product development
decisions
A rethinking of the role of investment profits as a core
competence of insurance companies
A new approach to risk mitigation
The fear of moving too fast in advance of regulation,
versus the risk of being “behind the game” and out of
line with key competitors
People with the right skills & capabilities

Strategic asset
allocation and
ALM

Performance
metrics

Products
Corporate
structures &
portfolio

Reinsurance
Capital
planning

Tax and
expense
considerations

Disclosures
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Commercial impact: Asset allocation - Efficient frontier
There is no single “right” answer, but optimization depends on corporate
risk appetite

•Cash

•15 year GovB

•30 year  GovB

•5 yr AA corp bond (local)

•15 yr A Corp bond (local)

•Equities

•Real estate

Current Portfolio

Portfolio X

Portfolio A
Portfolio Y

Key assumptions:
• Liability duration = 15 years
• A  rated = GovB + 150bps
• Real estate= Cash  + 300bp
• Equity= Cash +500bps

Cash x%
GovB x%
Credit x%
RE x%
Equities x%

Economic Capital requirement
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Cash x%
GovB x%
Credit x%
RE x%
Equities x%

Cash x%
GovB x%
Credit x%
RE x%
Equities x%

Cash x%
Gov B x%
Credit x%
RE x%
Equities x%

RBC Limit

Pricing rate

Illustrative example

1. Pure asset classes
are “inefficient “due to
lack of diversification

2. Cash is “inefficient” due
to low yield and duration

mismatch
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Commercial impacts – capital management
A market consistent risk based capital regime is “by design” a volatile
regime

Illustrative simulation of trend in RBC ratio (%) Alternative simulations

Volatility is a direct result of statistical variation; quarterly movements of
20% are entirely consistent with a RBC based on 99.5% one-year VaR
The volatility lies in the available capital, and not the required capital
Requires active management of available capital, and to the extent
possible, required capital
Regulators, investors and management still need to become accustomed
to these metrics
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What’s in it for the actuarial profession?

The role of the actuary is expanding beyond traditional
areas
A great opportunity to be more involved with the
business and demonstrate value and ‘make a difference’
Challenges

Perception
Experience, skill and competencies

Ability to work effectively with people from different functional areas,
manage multiple stakeholders and help to drive behaviour changes

Development and adoption of professional standards
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Key takeaways

It’s a new world order, and capital is scarce and fiercely contested

New regulations are coming. While exact shape or form may vary, they are
coming

The risk-reward tradeoff has become much more complex

Capital and risk management becomes an integral part of an active dynamic
business planning and management cycle

New rules, new game – This is more than just a new set of actuarial and risk
technical calculations. This will impact the way you do business

A great opportunity for the actuarial profession, but not without its challenges

Regulatory Risk & Capital Changes in Asia-Pacific
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